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My name is Daniel Zell, and I am currently a 6th year medical student studying at the 
University of Pécs, Medical School in Hungary. Originally, I come from Berlin, 
Germany and started studying in Pécs in 2015. 
The first time I heard of the Erasmus+ program was about a year ago when I was 
planning the schedule of my obligatory rotational year which started this year. Some 
fellow students were talking about the possibility to join this program during your 
rotational year. Following this, I informed myself about the details by contacting the 
responsible Office for International Studies at my school which provided me with all 
the necessary information. So very soon after contacting the responsible persons I 
already knew many of the details regarding the program. 
My expectations of it haven’t been very detailed in the beginning, but soon I was able 
to imagine how it will probably be to do this program. Especially I didn’t have 
expectations regarding the financial support which the program provided me.  
Nevertheless, I was happy to find out how good the support is. 
The biggest difficulties have actually been the administrative challenges regarding all 
the necessary documents and signatures which I had to get before, during and after 
my traineeship. But in the end, they haven’t been very big challenges and have all 
been manageable with the help of the people at the office. 
The traveling wasn’t a difficult challenge since I come from Germany and only had to 
drive back home with my car. 
A bigger challenge was actually to move from Berlin to Leipzig into a new flat and to 
manage all of the obstacles related to it. But especially for the rent I was very grateful 
about the financial support of the Erasmus+ program. 
The time at my receiving organization was extremely interesting, informative and an 
overall awesome experience. My first part in the department of anesthesiology was 
definitely my favorite one because I am planning to become an anesthesiologist in 
the near future, so I was happy to get a deep inside view into this specialty. I learned 
many important basic skills, like getting peripheral and central venous vascular 
access as well as arterial lines, endotracheal intubation, supraglottic airways, gastric 
tubes and managing basic general and local anesthesia. Because I was everyday 
assigned to only one anesthesiologist for the whole working day, the teaching was 
very good, and I had the possibility to do many things on my own under professional 
supervision. My time at the department of gynecology and obstetrics have been 
interesting and a completely new experience to me. All the supervisors were kind and 
able to teach me a lot, but at many times it wasn’t always easy and possible for me 
as a male person to be present during every diagnostic or therapeutic step. My last 
part at the department of pediatrics was much better, then I initially expected. Not 
only did I learn to work with children in general for the first time, I also learned to do 
many tasks on my own and to manage patients more independently as I never did 
before. I enjoyed the time also because of all the kind colleges I could work with. 



A real Erasmus life actually didn’t exist much, mainly because of the necessary 
Covid-19-pandemic associated regulations and restrictions. 
The city of Leipzig is a great, young and diverse city that I learned to love during my 
time her. So much that I am happy to stay here after my studies and to find a working 
place in one of the hospitals. There is a very good public transport system with buses 
and different form of trains. Also, the restaurants and entertainment possibilities are 
awesome. 
In general, the costs for living in Leipzig are definitely higher than in Hungary, as 
expected. But nevertheless, they are lower than for example in my hometown Berlin. 
The best part about my Erasmus traineeship was the amount of time I was able to 
get to know this city and to spend this time with my girlfriend together. 
I would recommend the program to other students for sure, because you are able to 
get to know new places, people, societies, languages and working environments as 
you maybe won’t ever again while at the same time get a fair financial support. 
So, in total I don’t regret any decision I did regarding my Erasmus traineeship and 
travel and am happy and proud to have done it, especially in this difficult year. 
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